
Date & Title: 9th April Windsor 5f Novice 

4.25 Lethal Lunch 

3.75 Daddie’s Girl, Give Em A Clump,  

3.5 May Remain, Angel Of The South, Controversial Lady 

3.25 Declaration Of Love 

3 Milton Road 

2.5 Rock Of Estonia 

.5 Mullion Star, Glimpse Of Dirhams 

Preview 

Nice to see the first progeny of Lethal Force and Society Rock on the track. Ryan Moore is supreme 

here and riding 62k Lethal Lunch drawn 5 for the Hannon’s will probably go off odds on. Hard to see 

Rock Of Estonia forecast 2nd fav on RP being a serious challenger drawn 11 with Spencer up for 

Charles Hills. A questionable draw, a trainer who seems to have softened his debut approach from a 

couple of years ago and a jockey who is obsessed with holding them up, not very tempting, although 

high drawn held up have an above average impact value here. Daddie’s Girl for Millman only cost 

5.5k, let’s hope she is bigger than Airshow at Leicester.  

The main dangers to LL would seem to be the 170k Angel Of The South, Dean Ivory perfectly capable 

of a debut winner, good jock, good draw. Give Em A Clump for the wily Welshman, by Camacho who 

gets very early winners with Kirby up which is always a positive sign for Evans, moderate draw. Paul 

Cole likes his Windsor winners but one never knows if they are going to be mad as a box of frogs or 

ready to roll, he has the 26k May Remain from stall 4.  

Controversial Lady does not appeal as Stan Moore’s always need a run. 

Tom Clover (ex assistant to William Haggas) makes his 2yo training debut with a debutant for 

Declaration Of War called Declaration of Love. The worst of the draw but it will be interesting to see 

how well prepared he is. 

Lethal Lunch would appear the most likely winner but the Hannon’s never rush theirs to get a debut 

win at Windsor, both Give Em  A Clump who is likely to be precocious and Angel Of The South as well 

as to a lesser extent May Remain cannot be discounted. The pictures will tell the story. 

Rock Of Estonia review – A bitter pill to swallow as not only did Spencer jump out and go from the 

front but Charlie Hills had the horse ready. I had also not clocked that these were the same colours 

as Cotai Glory.  

Apologies for the quality of the pictures, a grey day and a new camera. NB Redcar review in blog. 

 

 



 

Rock Of Estonia – Mid medium size, lovely bright chestnut, best stride of any in the paddock and 

good muscling on the rump, still carrying some condition, nicest example but Spencer and Hills fto 

put me off. Kept rugged until last second. Won under hands and heels 80 possibly better. 



 

Angel Of the South – Lightly made grey filly, well-proportioned if a fraction tubular. Not looking fully 

tuned but seems to have plenty of speed. Slightly harder ridden than Rock Of E. 77 



 

Daddies Girl – Smaller filly, good compact shape. One of those whose proximity to the front two has 

one wondering if they can be all that. Small ready type, some improvement still to come but will 

struggle against bigger girls. 66 



 

Declaration Of Love – just under med size for time of year. An opportunity here to assess how Tom 

Clover would turn out his 2yos. DoL looked as fit as anything in the paddock, was well behaved and 

ran a competent race from a wide draw jumping well and tracking the winner until 2f out under ha



nds and heels 71 

 

May Remain – Not great pictures. Med size, still carrying some fat but a better type than he was 

allowed to show here. Missed break then given an all action bumping up and down flailing about 

ride by Luke Morris. At least he didn’t start walloping the colt from way too high a la all weather. All 

this action led to the poor debutant running up the back of Angel Of the South on a couple of 

occasions as they were both held in on the rail. A disappointing ride that will not have given this 

baby the good experience a debut run should be. It is worth watching the race to see the contrast 

between Pat Cosgrave (Declarationoflove) or Ryan Moore (Lethal Lunch) and Luke Morris to see how 

a 2yo debutant should be handled. Improve from here 75 



 

Milton Road – Lower medium, compact and quite strongly made. Still a bit woolly and not fully 

tuned. Ran a competent race and should be competitive at a small track nto. 70 



 

Lethal Lunch – Mid medium, looked a bit lifeless in the paddock but Hannon’s are often laid back. 

Not the stride of the winner and seemed a bit green, hanging both ways at times. Never asked more 

than to learn the game by Ryan. Improve nto but by how much I am not sure. I would have expected 

a place here if this is going to be anything more than a nursery candidate. Worth another chance but 

probably no better than 70. 



 

Controversial Lady – Small and modest looking filly. Typical Stan Moore debut. 60 



 

Give Em A Clump – Another kept rugged and hard to assess, looks a bit lacking behind. Ran very 

green and never put in race, attempts by Kirby to hit him looked like airshots. Enough size to think 

he is better than this but hard to come to a verdict given how badly he ran. Might be ok but 65 for 

now is flattering what he showed here. 



 

Glimpse Of Dirhams – Tiny, looked fairly fit, 50 



 

Mullion Star – Ok build, medium, looked well but ran as M Madgwick’s do. Often he has one out 

early that looks as though it might make up into something but he’s only had 2 2yo winners since 

2002 so its not worth paying to find out. 63 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


